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ACCU-MAN MTD(VAT) BRIDGE

Accu-Man MTD(VAT) Bridge is utility software designed to take the figures from your existing
systems and send them to HMRC under their new MTD API system. Accu-Man has demonstrated its
systems to HMRC and are on the HMRC list as a recognised supplier. See:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/software-suppliers-supporting-making-tax-digital-for-vat

Accu-Man MTD Bridge will be of interest to you if:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You keep manual Books
You keep your Books on a spreadsheet.
You keep your Books on an Accounting system that is not fitted with the new MTD facilities.
Your Books are spread across more than one accounting system, none of which can
amalgamate the figures for sending via MTD without re-keying.
5. You are an Agent and do any of the above for your Clients.
6. You require a Bridging solution where your VAT Return figures are secure on your hardware,
not held by Accu-Man and not in the cloud.
Accu-Man MTD Bridge is not involved in how you prepare the figures for your VAT Return, how
frequently you return, whether they are adjusted for partial exemption, whether they are based
on cash movements. Accu-Man MTD Bridge is simply used as the medium to collect the figures from
your existing systems and submit them to HMRC, to receive and record the HMRC response and
proof of receipt. Your figures may be held in Excel or a CSV file.
Accu-Man MTD Bridge operates under Microsoft Windows 7 and later and is licensed to a single VAT
Registration.
Accu-Man provides a Trainer system free of charge so you are not committed to anything until you
have seen how it works. If you then wish to proceed, there are facilities within the software to
apply for a license.
The cost is £100 pa for the first VAT license, £25 pa each for the next 9 licenses and £10 pa each
thereafter. All sums are subject to VAT at the standard rate.
The license is annual and the fee covers telephone support in that period during normal working
hours. It also covers changes to software in that period, brought about by HMRC or BREXIT.
Accu-Man MTD Bridge is ready NOW. If you wish to install the Trainer system, please email us on
support@accu-man.co.uk or telephone us on 01507-668146. We also offer to assist with the
Installation process. This service costs £35 + Vat which is charged only if you subsequently
purchase a license.
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